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I finally managed to get my hands on a
big file for the new game called Â . I
have unlocked some missions and am

about to hit the game menu to begin the
launch campaign. However, when I
launch the game, it will not let me

complete the launch campaign. It keeps
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telling me that I have not completed the
Eazy-Six mission. I have already

completed the mission. My launcher
has not crashed nor has anything before
that mission. Furthermore, it does not

ask me to input my Online ID to launch
the game as it normally does. Any

advice? The game is suppose to be out
in a month, but I would prefer to wait
for that since I am not too fond of the
glitches and bugs. Update - I finished
the campaign and I can no longer play
it. The game crashes every time I start
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it and it has been on many times. It
crashes while exiting the game. I have
created a new file, but that will not run

either. I will wait until the DLC is
available in my country before I

download it. huh i removed them and
then a few days ago in the hell alliance

in my multiplayer list and no longer
apart of my multiplayer roster. any

ideas? sorry i should have mentioned
that i played it offline, and activated all
the dlc and downloaded al the patch in

a few days ago huh i removed them and
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then a few days ago in the hell alliance
in my multiplayer list and no longer
apart of my multiplayer roster. any
ideas? Sorry, I'm somewhat new to

online gaming. But I do know that for
some reason it marks them as "Invalid"
and won't allow you to play them. I'd
try downloading the game again and
maybe try that again. I'm not exactly
sure why. Are you doing this when

you're not logged in to a user account?
If you are, then the DLCs should be
available in your online account on
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Xbox and PlayStation. My guess is that
someone else on your account has the

DLC and when you log in it isn't
available for you anymore and so it gets

marked as Invalid. It's no big deal
though, you can always download them
again. Are you doing this when you're
not logged in to a user account? If you
are, then the DLCs should be available

in your online account on Xbox and
PlayStation. My guess is that someone
else on your account has the DLC and
when you log in it isn't available for
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